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The scalar sensor array (SSA) is generally assumed 
insensitive to the polarization of impinging signals, and only 
diversely polarized arrays, such as the vector (crossed-dipole 
or tripole) sensor array (VSA), can be used for polarization 
estimation. However, as shown in this paper, with the mutual 
coupling effect, the SSA can become partially sensitive to 
polarization of the impinging signals and therefore can be 
used for polarization parameter estimation. The polarization 
sensitivity model of an SSA is first established and then as 
an example, a dimension-reduction method based on 
multiple signal classification (MUSIC) is employed to 
jointly estimate the direction-of-arrival and polarization 
parameters. Computer simulations based on a planar array of 
circularly polarized microstrip antennas are provided to 
demonstrate the performance of the proposed method. 
 
Index Terms— scalar sensor array, polarization 




Polarization parameter estimation plays an important role in 
a wide range of antenna array applications and two 
representative examples are its application for target 
identification in radar systems and capacity improvement in 
wireless communication systems [1]-[4]. The traditional 
scalar sensor arrays (SSAs), which employ identical single-
output antennas, are generally considered as polarization 
insensitive arrays in almost all the literature [5]-[7]. As a 
result, they can only be used for direction-of-arrival (DOA) 
estimation of impinging signals rather than polarization 
estimation. In order to estimate the polarization information, 
polarization sensitive vector sensor arrays (VSAs), such as 
crossed-dipole arrays and tripole arrays, have to be 
employed [8]-[12]. 
Recent research indicates that the SSA has certain 
degrees of polarization sensitivity under the mutual coupling 
effect [13], which alters the beam pattern of each individual 
antenna in different ways [14]. Therefore, it becomes 
possible to estimate the polarization parameters based on 
traditional SSA structures. 
In this paper, the polarization estimation model based 
on an SSA with mutual coupling is established first and the 
problem is solved by a MUSIC based algorithm as a 
representative example [16], [17]. To reduce the 
computational complexity of simultaneous four-dimensional 
(4-D) search, similar to [17], a dimension-reduction method 
is employed to decompose it into two separate two-
dimensional (2-D) searches. Firstly, the accurate beam 
response of horizontal and vertical components of each 
antenna in the SSA is obtained by an electromagnetic (EM) 
full-wave simulation software, such as the Ansys HFSS [18]. 
With the obtained polarization sensitivity information, an 
EM wave receiving model for such an SSA is established. 
Finally, the dimension-reduction based MUSIC algorithm is 
derived to estimate both the polarization parameters and 
DOA parameters. In the simulations part, a planar array of 
16 right circularly polarized microstrip antennas is employed 
to show the feasibility of the proposed method for estimating 
both the DOA and polarization parameters with SSAs. The 
direct relationship between estimation accuracy and 
polarization sensitivity is also demonstrated through 
computer simulations.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The SSA 
model with polarization sensitivity analysis is introduced in 
Section 2, and the dimension-reduction MUSIC method is 
derived in Section 3. Simulation results are provided in 
Section 4, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
 
2. SSA MODEL WITH POLARIZATION 
SENSITIVITY 









Fig. 1. The orthonormal vector triad of an EM wave. 
     A planar EM wave received by an antenna array has an 
electric field E and a magnetic field H that are orthogonal 
to the direction of propagation defined by the unit direction 
vector ( , ) u , where   is the elevation angle and   is the 





 H u E    (1) 
where   is the intrinsic impedance of the medium. The 
electric and magnetic fields are orthogonal to each other, 
allowing them to be represented reciprocally [19], and thus 
the polarization of an EM wave can be defined as the 
orientation of the electric field vector, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The vectors h  and v  are defined as the horizontal and 
vertical polarized components of the electric fields, 
respectively, which form a right-handed orthonormal basis 
[20]. 
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Fig. 2. Electric polarization ellipse. 
The electric field vector of the incoming wave signal 
moves on an electric polarization ellipse, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The ellipse is described by the orientation angle 
 / 2, / 2     and the ellipticity angle  / 4, / 4    . 
Then, the normalized electric vector (t)E  can be expressed 
as 
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where ( )H tE  and ( )V tE are the horizontal and vertical 
electric fields, respectively, ( )s t  denotes the transmitted 
scalar signal, and   , p is the polarization vector 
representing the signal polarization characteristics. As a 
result, an arbitrary polarization state can be uniquely 
represented by   and  . For example, the transmission is 
of linear polarization with 0   and circular polarization 
with / 4  . 
 
2.2. The SSA Model 
Assume that K  far-field stationary and narrowband 
polarized signals from direction angles ( , )k k   impinge on 
an array of M  sensors placed at arbitrary but known 
locations rm=(xm, ym, zm), m = 1, …, M, with K M . The 
array output vector x(t) of 1M   is expressed as 
   
1
( ) ( , ) , ( ) ( )
K
k k k k
k
kt s t t   

 x A p n       (4) 
where ( )tn  is the zero-mean additive noise vector, 
 ,k k p  is the polarization vector of the kth signal ( )ks t  
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where _1 _( , ) [ ( , ), ..., ( , )]
T
H k k H k k H M k kg g     f  and 
_1 _( , ) [ ( , ), ..., ( , )]
T
V k k V k k V M k kg g     f  are  the 
horizontal and vertical components of the embedded antenna 
gain of M sensors for ( , )k k  , respectively. _ ( , )H mg    and 
_ ( , )v mg    are two components of the mth embedded 
element pattern.  is the Hadmard product. ( , )k ks  a  is 
the spatial steering vector of the array 
0 1 0( , ) ( , )( , ) [e , , e ]k k M k k
jk jk T
s k k
           r u r ua         (6) 
where k0 = 2π / λ is the wave number, and λ is the 
wavelength. 
Traditionally, as mentioned above, the antenna 
polarization characteristics in an SSA are generally 
considered to be consistent among all elements, which 
means basically there is no interaction or mutual coupling 
between antennas in the array [6]. In other words, the two 
corresponding components of all embedded element patterns 
are the same. The polarizations of each antenna in all 
directions are also the same, given by 
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                 (7c) 
where   is a complex constant. 
Then, _( , )= ( , ) ( , ) [1 ]k k H m k k S k kg       aA  is a 
rank-1 matrix. The array manifold in (5) does not carry any 
polarization information. 
However, the result will change when the mutual 
coupling effect is taken into consideration. The electric field 
of each antenna changes due to the interaction with other 
adjacent antennas. Thus, the beam pattern of the antennas 
differs from each other, leading to a polarization dependent 
antenna response, which is reflected in both the horizontal 
and vertical components of the response. 
Thus, the mutual coupling effect changes the SSA from 
a polarization insensitive array to a polarization sensitive 
one. The polarization sensitivity property of an SSA makes 
it possible to estimate the polarization parameters of its 
incident signals. 
The mutual coupling effect is a complicated 
phenomenon, and dependent on the array structure, the type 
of antennas employed and the angle of arrival of the signals 
[21][22]. Although it is possible to measure it for some 
special scenarios, in general, the EM full-wave simulation 
software is employed to obtain the horizontal and vertical 
components of the embedded beam pattern of each antenna 
[23]. 
The polarization sensitivity of an SSA can be quantified 
by the parameter r, defined as  1 2 0,1  /r    , where 
1  and 2  are the singular values of the manifold matrix 
( , ) A . As mentioned, the manifold matrix without mutual 
coupling does not contain any polarization information and 
( , ) A  is a rank-1 matrix for 0r  , while for 0r  , 
( , ) A  becomes a rank-2 matrix with polarization 
information. 
 
3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION ALGORITHM  
 
First define the covariance matrix of the array output as 
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where [ ( ) ( )]
H
s E t tR s s  is the signal covariance matrix, 
1( ) [ ( )... ( )]
T
Kt s t s ts is the signal vector,  E   denotes the 
expectation operation and 
2  is the noise variance. 
In practice, R is estimated by a finite number of 
snapshots L as follows, 
1
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Suppose the signal number K is known or can be 
estimated in advance, the MUSIC algorithm can be applied 
to find the signal parameters by searching for peaks of the 
following cost function 
1
( , )
( , ) ( , )
n nP P
H H
S   
     
 
 U Ua a
      (10) 
where nU  is the noise subspace composed of (M-K) non-
dominant vectors of the singular value decomposition (SVD) 
of R̂  [15], and ( , ) ( , ) ( )P         A pa .  
   The 4-D peak search involved in (10) has a very high 
computational complexity. To reduce the complexity, in the 
following, we decompose it into two separate 2-D estimation 
problems in a similar way as in [17]. 
The manifold matrix Pa is orthogonal to the noise 
subspace nU , i.e. 
P
H
n  0U a    (11) 
By separating ( , )P   a  into the DOA component 
and the polarization component, (11) can be expressed as 
( ) ( )
H H
n n  0U Ap U A p                     (12) 
Since 
H
nU A  is an ( ) 2M K   vector and p  is a 
2 1  vector, (12) shows a linear relationship between the 
columns in 
H
nU A , which means 
H
nU A  has a column rank 
less than 2. Then, the determinant of the 2 2  matrix 
H H
n nA U U A  is equal to zero, which is given by 
0
H H
n ndet( ) =A U U A   (13) 
where det( )  denotes the determinant of a matrix. 
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After performing a 2-D peak search over the DOA 
parameters, with the DOA estimation result, the polarization 
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4. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this section, the feasibility of polarization estimation 
based on an SSA is demonstrated and the relationship 
between the polarization estimation performance and the 
array polarization sensitivity is analyzed. A 16-element 
planar right-handed circularly polarized array with double-
patch microstrip element antenna in Ku-band is shown in 
Fig. 3. The distance between adjacent elements is set as 
d=0.45λ.  
All the horizontal and vertical components of the 
individual beam pattern are exported by running the 
electromagnetic simulation software Ansys HFSS [18]. The 
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Fig. 3. The planar array with 16 right circularly polarized 
microstrip antennas. 
 
Fig. 4. Normalized DOA spectrum of two impinging signals. 
 
 
(a). Signal from (40 ,35 )             (b). Signal from (10 ,10 )   
Fig. 5. Polarization spectrums of two impinging signals. 
 
where { , }   and { , }   denote the estimated and 
the actual polarization parameters, respectively, and  
C represents the number of Monte Carlo experiments, which 
is 500 in the following simulations. Suppose the boresight 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) is 5 dB and the number of 
snapshots for estimating the noise subspace nU  is 1000. 
Firstly, two uncorrelated signals from 
( , ) (40 ,35 )      and (10 ,10 )   with polarization 
parameters , ) (10 ,30 )      and (20 , 40 )   are 
considered.  The DOA spectrum obtained by (14) is shown 
in Fig. 4 with the peak value (40 , 32 )   and (11 ,12 )  . Then 
a 2-D search for polarization parameters is employed by (15) 
under the estimated DOA results, and the result is shown in 
Fig. 5 (a) and (b). It can be seen that the estimated 
polarization parameters are (8 , 28 )   and (18 , 40 )   , which 
are very close to the true values. 
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Fig. 6. RMSE for polarization parameters versus  . 
























polarization sensitivity r =  1 / 2
 
Fig. 7. Polarization sensitivity of SSA at different angles. 
 
Next, the relationship between polarization estimation 
performance and array polarization sensitivity is studied. 
Since the manifold matrix with polarization sensitivity is 
direction dependent, the polarization estimation performance 
will be analyzed in a range of angle regions. In the following 
simulation, the azimuth angle of the impinging signal is 
fixed at 0    and the elevation angle varies from 0    
to 60    with the signal polarization parameter 
) (0 , 20 )     . The RMSE for polarization parameter 
estimation and the degree of array polarization sensitivity 
with respect to the change of elevation angle is demonstrated 
in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The peak of the RMSE curve 
corresponds to the valley of the polarization sensitivity curve 
and vice versa. Considering the decrease of antenna gain in 
those large off-boresight angles, the close relationship 
between polarization estimation accuracy and polarization 
sensitivity can be established: the higher the polarization 





In this paper, the feasibility of polarization estimation based 
on the traditional scalar antenna array has been studied and 
demonstrated by computer simulations. The mutual coupling 
effect, normally considered as a disadvantage in antenna 
array design, transforms the SSA into a polarization-
sensitive array and therefore can be employed for estimating 
the polarization information of the impinging signals. A 
dimension-reduction based MUSIC algorithm is developed 
to estimate all the four signal parameters effectively. As an 
example, a planar array of 16 right circularly polarized 
microstrip antennas was employed and the results show a 
close relationship between polarization estimation accuracy 
and the polarization sensitivity of the array. The theoretical 
performance of the dimension-reduction MUSIC for SSA 
will be derived in the subsequent research. 
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